Smoke Screen
Big Tobacco is working hard to ensure the whole uiorld
mill get its taste of freedom
By Tom Washington
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uhlsbiittel airport is a smoky place. Outside customs, a
10-foot statue of the Marlboro Man appears through the
haze. He's neon lit and sports full cowboy regalia:
Stetson, chaps, studs and a lasso at his hip. A branding-iron
font over his head reads, "Taste the Freedom. Come to
Marlboro Country." At first glance, he appears no different
than any of the thousands of twisted promotional images
that fragment our attention spans every day. Here in
Hamburg, though, the Marlboro Man seems strangely out of
place, a kitsch icon of another age. America may have driven the Marlboro Man out of town, but he's riding high in
the rest of the world.
Around 35 percent of German adults smoke. The country
has one of the highest smoking rates in Europe, just behind the
two leaders, Poland and Russia. And Germany's love affair with
tobacco and the Marlboro man doesn't seem to be waning,
either. In 1998, the German Parliament defeated a bill that
would have placed heavy restrictions on cigarette advertising
and smoking in public areas and the workplace. Currently,
Germany has no national tobacco control legislation.
When the Berlin Wall crumbled in 1989, Phillip Morris
was one of the first major players to step in and offer the tired
masses its taste of freedom. Big tobacco's subsequent boost in
profits has been based largely on the ability to expand into
the world's poorest and most populous countries and the
know-how to find loopholes in government regulations
against tobacco promotion. This two-pronged approach has
allowed tobacco transnational to storm through the Eastern
Bloc and neighboring Baltic states faster than the blitzkrieg.
In the Czech Republic, for example, Phillip Morris made a
successful $413 billion dollar bid for AS Tabak, the state cigarette monopoly, gaining a firm hold on sales in Central Europe
for decades to come. This 1992 venture was the largest single
U.S. investment in a former Eastern Bloc country that year.
Hamburg-based Reemtsma Tobacco, No. 4 among the world's
major tobacco producers, was right behind them. Foreign business now accounts for more than 75 percent of Reemtsma sales,
with markets in Asia and Central and Eastern Europe taking the
lion's share. Last year the company's sales outside of Germany
exceeded the 100 billion-cigarette mark for the first time.

Other numbers from the tobacco industry are on the rise as
well. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates
tobacco use is killing 4 million people a year worldwide. If left
unchecked, the WHO reports the death toll will climb to 10
million annually by the year 2030. Seventy percent of these
deaths will be in developing countries. The WHO also
reports that by the year 2030 tobacco is expected to be the
single biggest cause of death worldwide, outstripping heart
disease and HIV by a significant margin. Despite these figures, Big Tobacco still does not accept responsibility for the
ruined lives its products have caused.

I

n the United States, the past decade has been a PR nightmare for Big Tobacco. Growing consumer awareness about
the harms of tobacco addiction and the simultaneous attempt
by the tobacco companies to withhold damaging healthrelated evidence about their products resulted in a slew of
billion-dollar lawsuits. Particularly damaging were last year's
$145 billion class-action lawsuit in Florida and Minnesota's
$6.1 billion settlement in 1998, which opened thousands of
Phillip Morris documents to public scrutiny.
The subsequent drop in tobacco sales in the United States
and government-imposed restrictions on cigarette advertising
have forced Big Tobacco to assume a different marketing
approach. The most visible change has been their apparent
willingness to negotiate. Rather than assuming the familiar
defensive stance about their products, they say they're ready
to support PDA regulations. At Phillip Morris, this about-face
in PR policy includes a $100 million makeover campaign, in
which it's portraying itself as a benign player in the global village under the guise of Kraft Foods, "corporate citizenship"
and its "Youth Smoking Prevention" program.
Will the makeover work? Ray Rogers, director of the
Corporate Campaign and an expert on consumer boycotts
thinks not: "Phillip Morris having a bad reputation is not news,
but the failure of a comprehensive and expensive public relations campaign to change people's minds reveals an irreversible
credibility problem. It is doubtful that any PR firm could
improve this corporation's image, based on its horrible record
of destroying millions of people's lives, which it continues to
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do. Phillip Morris took a gamble by highlighting its ownership
with Kraft and has inspired widespread consumer revolt."
This anti-smoking campaign has now spread beyond U.S.
borders. INFACT, a Boston-based corporate watchdog, led
the effort to form the Network for Accountability of Tobacco
Transnationals (NATT), a network of some 50 organizations
from 30 countries that pushed the WHO to conduct hearings
on the tobacco trade. A WHO panel discovered evidence
of efforts to undermine and subvert international tobacco
controls. They also found
that Phillip Morris had
been using its Kraft
Foods subsidiary and
other branch divisions to
influence d e v e l o p i n g
polices abroad to ban
the promotion of tobacco
products.
Documents
revealed that tobacco
companies had been
monitoring the WHO for
nearly a quarter century
and viewed it as one of
their "leading enemies."
This evidence was first
made public in the
Minnesota lawsuit and
then presented to the
WHO in the Zeltner
Report, a Swiss investigation into the tobacco
industry's attempts to
undermine WHO reguThe Wlarlboro Man is still riding
lation. One memo from Phillip Morris CEO Geoffrey Bible
cited in the report states: "[The WHO] has extraordinary
influence on government and consumers and we must find
a way to diffuse this and reorient their activities to their
prescribed mandate." Bible goes on to say: "There is currently a vacancy in the WHO Food Safety Bureau; they are
looking for an industry expert to be 'donated' to the WHO
to act as a liaison with business. If there is someone at
Kraft/GF who possesses the skills, we should consider offering his or her services."
The WHO is now trying to
11 persuade nearly 200 counB
tries to support the Framework
Convention on Tobacco
r
Control (FCTC), a treaty that r
would severely limit tobacco advertising and sponsorship
programs in the global marketplace. It also seeks to give governments more control over the tobacco industry, in
everything from creating alternative agriculture programs to
monitoring all aspects of the industry's activities. "Tobacco
corporations, led by Phillip Morris, have been using their
political influence across the globe to spread addiction and
death," says Lucinda Wykle-Rosenberg, research director for
INFACT. "The FCTC treaty is our best opportunity to put
public health before tobacco profits."
While few people envision the billion-dollar litigation
suits witnessed in America over the past few years, many offi-

"The treaty i!

put public health I

cials hope that some sort of unified, international policy
could be put into place as soon as 2003. NATT is optimistic
about this uphill battle. But according to a September 2000
article in the Legal Times, the three major multinational
tobacco companies—British American Tobacco, Japan
Tobacco and Phillip Morris—have "taken their case against
the treaty directly to most of the 192 countries involved in
drafting the FCTC document."
Preventable deaths and disease should be cause enough
__________________ for each of these coungj tries to take action
< against Big Tobacco. But
g tobacco interests have
z been ingenious in cono structing myths about
§ tobacco's place in the
| global marketplace as a
^ tax revenue generator
z and job supplier, the sort
$ of things that finance
ministers and development agencies love to
hear.
Any
reduced
demand for cigarettes,
tobacco companies argue,
would rapidly cause
unemployment and revenue loss. They've argued
this point long enough
that in many countries
it's accepted as conventional wisdom.
in places like the Czech Republic.
In the former Eastem
Bloc, where many countries are still strapped with severe
economic and social problems, turning your back on tobacco isn't so simple. In Hungary, for example, where 40
percent of adults smoke, the government is struggling to
fund health services strapped with a 150 percent increase in
lung cancer cases among men and a 200 percent increase
among women in the past decade. Big Tobacco has stepped
in to fund some heath services because it lends government
and citizens the impression that they are actively working
for the common good. This PR boost may aid Big Tobacco
in the coming battle over restrictions such as the FCTC.
Britain's Guardian recently
reported a story about a small
town clinic in Hungary that
treated patients for lung can"
cer and tobacco-related
diseases while also accepting sponsorship from British
American Tobacco, which operated a cigarette factory just
down the street. A similar scenario has occurred in the
United States, where multibillion-dollar settlements with
state and federal governments result in peculiar circumstances. They helped turn tobacco executives and health
advocates into unlikely partners as big tobacco soon
became one of the country's biggest underwriters of smoking-related health programs.
Other countries in Eastern Europe have reported the same
forms, of so-called "sponsorship," where tobacco firms pose as
a kind of sugar daddy in everything from funding medical
.....————u,—————.——— u*,.juuuw!——au———uami^mmiiii————I
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research to city parks. Even Switzerland, Europe's icon of government and social efficiency, has reported numerous activities
in which big tobacco has thwarted national legislation against
advertising. In January, a report by the WHO and University of
California revealed that tobacco influence-peddling had
reached the Swiss hospitality industry as part of a strategy to
thwart measures against smoking in restaurants, work and public places. Subsequently, a pair of national bills to ban cigarette
advertising were rejected by Swiss voters in 1979 and 1993.
The Swiss government has yet to introduce tobacco advertising bans and smoke-free policies.

D

espite all of the PR and political maneuvering, Big
Tobacco must still work hard to attract new customers
because so many of the old ones are dying out. Most of these
new recruits are children, the target group of what one
recently released Phillip Morris document referred to as
"replenishment pools." Ninety percent of those who start
smoking are under 20. And while Phillip Morris insists
they're trying to prevent youth smoking, company documents
spell out a different strategy. In one such document, former
Phillip Morris senior vice president Ellen Merlo stated: "If we
don't do something fast to project that sense of industry
responsibility regarding the youth access issue, we're going to
be looking at severe marketing restrictions in a very short
time. Those restrictions will pave the way for equally severe
legislation on where adults are allowed to smoke."
Indeed, tobacco companies have developed a sophisticated
network of promotional tools to lure kids into a lifelong habit.

Environmentalism
Unbound
Exploring New Pathways
for Change
Robert Gottlieb
"[A] powerful reinterpretation of
environmentalism and a trenchant
critique of established environmental
organizations. A tough, profoundly
inspiring, and optimistic book."
— Carl Anthony, Urban Habitat Program
and the San Francisco Bay Area Alliance
for Sustainable Development
Urban and Industrial Environments series
408 pp., $29.95
now in paperback

Pandora's Poison
Chlorine, Hearth, and a
New Environmental Strategy
Joe Thornton

"£AJ landmark book which should be read
by anyone wanting to understand the
environmental and health dangers of the
chlorine industry," — Terry Collins,
To order call
800-356-0343
(US & Canada) or
617-625-8569.
Prices subject to
change without notice.

Nature
611 pp., 21 illus. $21.95 paper

In Europe, they've sponsored Harley-Davidson giveaways and
rock concert promotions. Throughout Germany and Eastern
Europe, outdoor cafes and public parks sport massive umbrellas with Marlboro or West cigarette logos pasted all over
them. Germany's sporting superstar, the three-time Formula
One racing champion Michael Schumacher, is a walking
advertisement: His uniform and car are smeared with the
Marlboro logo, top to bottom.
Cinemas have at least 15 minutes of commercials before the
feature film, and tobacco companies have captured the niche
market in quick fashion. The Marlboro Man is still riding in
front of snow-capped mountains in the mythic West before he
stops for a cigarette break, and Joe Camel is still getting his
share of babes in the sack. One of the longest running Player
cigarette promotions here shows a woman reaching orgasm in
a restaurant while a man across the room strokes his cigarette
with his forefinger and thumb. The action comes to a frustrating end when the cigarette accidentally breaks in half.
Big Tobacco claims that its marketing campaigns are not
aimed at minors. For adults, they say, smoking is a matter of
individual choice, and governments shouldn't infringe on
this freedom. But Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, director of the
WHO, believes tobacco companies are directly responsible
for the choices young people are making about smoking.
"Tobacco addiction is a disease communicated through advertising, sports, marketing and sponsorship," she insists. "This is
not free choice at all." •
Tom Washington is a freelance writer based in Hamburg.

Death's Showcase
The Power of Image
In Contemporary Democracy
Ariella Azoulay, translated by Ruv/k Danieli
"[A] most valuable, comprehensive statement
about the changing relations between art,
culture, and power in contemporary democracy."
— Yaron Ezrahi, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
296 pp., 45 illus. $34.95

Crepuscular Dawn
Paul Virilio, translated by Sylvere Lotringer
The "genetic bomb" marks a turn in the history
of humanity. Artificial selection is leading the way
to a new eugenism. This is the dawn of a new
racism, no longer endo-human, but trans-human
and exo-human. The "biological accident" of
science is a war waged against the human race.
Distributed for Semiotext(e)
164 pp. $12.95 paper

Hatred of Capitalism
A Semlotext(e) Reader
edited by by Chris Kraus and Sylvere Lotringer.
Jean Baudrillard meets Cookie Mueller in this
gathering of French theory and new American
fiction published in the Foreign Agents and Native
Agents series over the last fifteen years.
Distributed for Semiotext(e)
320 pp. $16.95 paper
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Spring Books.......................................

Christopher's Kind
By Joe Knowles

I

t has been my amazing and good
luck to have a job at this magazine
with the expansive title of "culture
editor." I get paid to investigate the ongoing ramifications of an ancient
Unacknowledged Legislation:
Writers in the Public Sphere
By Christopher Hitchens
Verso
358 pages, $25
proposition, probably best stated by Percy
Shelley, that goes like this: "Poets are the
unacknowledged legislators of the world."
Keeping track of such legislation is
great fun, but it's not quite as easy as
chalking up food safety to The Jungle or
the end of slavery to Uncle Tom's Cabin.
For one, sometimes (though not always)
the best of the unacknowledged legislators prefer to stay that way, ostensibly
wanting only to deliver the goods of a
great story or memorable song. Likewise,
you've got to watch out for those energetic fakes who, forever bathing in
righteousness and self-acknowledgment,
tend to disqualify themselves from any
hope of unacknowledgement.
Besides, the very mettle of Shelley's
defense of poetry often seems in doubt.
For every vindicated political artist like
Vaclav Havel, history offers countless
more forgotten and persecuted geniuses.
"The sword, as we have reason to know,
is often much mightier than the pen,"
writes Christopher Hitchens in the
foreword to Unacknowledged Legislation,
his new essay collection. But Hitchens,
who is famously unburdened by superstition, does have one profound faith:
"Every tank, as Brecht said, has a crucial flaw. Its driver. Suppose that driver
has read something good lately, or has a
m decent song or poem in his head ..."
£ While there is no substitute for
Apolitical action and organizing, those
g occasional and splendid triumphs (great
J and small) do get their inspiration and
> cultural momentum—and very worthJwhileness in the first place—from
i somewhere. Unacknowledged Legislation
the work of an entertaining and
- humane writer carefully locating that
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somewhere—for "properly understood
and appreciated, literature need never
collide with, or recoil from, the agora."
Hitchens finds it in the caustic verse of
Dorothy Parker and the dangerous wit
of Oscar Wilde; in the sailing stories of
Patrick O'Brian and the kiddie tales of
Roald Dahl; in Gore Vidal's historical
sweep and Arthur Conan Doyle's airtight deductions. And of course, he also
finds it in the real world, most obviously with the case of Salman Rushdie.

T

his book of essays, sometimes very
funny and sometimes very moving,
ought to dispel an endlessly promulgated
and stupid myth about Hitchens, that of

the loose cannon, the wicked fop only
out to win attention and notoriety by
flaying the random whipping boy—or
even whipping nun! Why else would he
give a book a frightful title like The
Missionary Position: Mother Theresa in
Theory and Practice? (Because she wasn't
all she's cracked up to be, and it's a justly
hilarious title.) Or "rat out" on his colleague Sidney Blumenthal for spreading
lies about a certain White House intern?
(Because the president's men aren't supposed to get away with it, even if they are
old chums.) Or devote two extremely
long and assiduously documented articles
in Harper's Magazine amassing the legal

case against that eminent philosopherking, Henry Kissinger? (Because, not
incidentally, he is a war criminal.) But in
the lazy world of received opinion and
unfailing servitude to power, these
parentheticals—rooted in actual firinciples,
imagine that—simply do not compute.
Alas, much in Unacknowledged Legislation will not compute either, not to
that abject pack who habitually check
their flank for an approving cue. In fact
the book's contents haven't computed
already, as all of these essays have
appeared before in sundry magazines
and journals. It's the herd's loss. Here's
Hitchens, in an aside to a warm tribute
to Dorothy Parker: "Mr. Benchley once
observed that the joy of being a Vanity
Fair contributor was this: you could
write about any subject you liked, no
matter how outrageous, as long as you
said it in evening clothes. (I have
devoted my professional life to the
emulation of this fine line.)" And so he
has. Hitchens can speak clearly and
with velvety aplomb to any reader, at
least any reader not willfully wedded to
prejudice and conventional wisdom.
With an unusual range for a lefty
journo-academic—he refuses to bow to
the dictates of specialization or
expectation—his byline glides effortlessly from Vanity Fair to Dissent,
where we find a plum essay on "Oscar
Wilde's Socialism." Like Hitchens
himself, both Wilde and socialism are
often misunderstood. It is to Hitchens'
credit that he counters the common
and superficial assessment of Wilde—
for some strange reason, prevalent
even among "earnest" progressives—as
a charming but weak dandy with little
politics of substance (even if he was a
queer martyr). But no:
In The Soul of Man Under Socialism
... [Wilde] had shown the Victorian
attitude towards marriage as an
exercise in the mean-spirited preservation of private property, as well as
a manifestation of sexual repression
and hypocritical continence. In The
Importance of Being Earnest, the
same polemical objective is pursued,
but by satirical means. Absurd and
hilarious dialogues about betrothal,
inheritance, marriage settlements,
and financial dispositions are the
energy of the play. Everybody is sup-
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